2004 volkswagen touareg

Displaying 1 - 10 of Volkswagen Touareg 10 reviews. Great car, strong engine. Perfect
condition. Wish I will own same car once. It was been voted as the second most powerful and
capable SUV designed. I towed two smowmoblies up the Vail Pass in Colorado and she did not
break a sweat. Cons: Maintance is pricey, Diesel empties quickly. Very high quality, inside and
out, and very comfortable for road driving. It receives a lot of attention from friends and work
associates who travel in the car. A very well-made machine. Pros: It is a Touareg--it has a cult
following. Cons: Volkswagen service is high cost, at the dealers. The maintence costs were high
however the comfort, handling, and performance more than made up for the down side. I Never
Want Another Car. It's an awesome crossover that has left me in a quandry about what kind of
tires offroad, speed performance, or comfort what kind of shocks same dilema as tires and how
to drive it every day. Great Car â€” We have really enjoyed this car. Its stylish with a 'never go
out of fashion' look, has looked the same since it came out in , the sister car of Porsche
Cayenne but more powerful with an animal under the hood. OOzes with quality. You feel really
safe inside like a tank. In cold weather, the seats and steering wheel heat up, each seat with its
own comfort controls same with the ac. Cons: Didn't like working with VW service centers but
you can find local independent service people that will look after you just fine. Danbury VW of
Ct sucks. The care does have alot of nice features just dont buy the first year it was out. It is a
very quick SUV and solidly built and many little gadgets. Get One. This is only the V6 model
with hp, but with the 6 speed tiptronic it hauls it's lbs. It is built like any German vehicle, like a
proverbial rock. Exterior looks sleek and menacing, interior is stylish and high quality. Mileage
is not great, heavy and powerful equal unimpressive stats. It is definitely fun to drive. Little
sticker on the dash beside the speedo "Do not exceed mph, vehicle equipped with all-season
tires". Need I say more. The Touareg â€” touchy brake pedal- a little too bitey for my taste, but it
shed speed without alarm, even in panic mode. Good 4wd system for control, but useless for
pulling anyone out of a ditch. Overall, a solid 8. Good car. Safe But Annoying â€” The thing
about this car is that it really depends on where you drive it and how. Now has a low rev gear
box and individual wheel drive or what ever it is called for off-roading, so it should be good out
there. On normal roads the Touareg is huge. When driving it you can feel how the wind catches
the cars side. The car has loads of grip, since it ways closer to 3 tons, so it is safe in the snow
and on ice. However, when you run out of grip, there is no chance of a recovery. In the cities
you have either got to be a master of parallell parking or rich enough for car parks, and even in
the parks you need to scan the place for the bigger parking slots. The build quality varies,
apparently, with how much milage you have. Our car has been fine until about km, when
everything decided to brake at once, and the service station didn't help when they broke the
rest of it while fixing the other parts. Bottom note is that it is a safe car, but you need money
and patience to own it. Cons: Heavy car, needs more power, expensive service, a bit boring.
Nice car and still a good bargain. I love the tough built! Read More. Best used SUV value on the
market. German engineering and luxury combined. Love the car but just to many things to
repair when I see coolant and emission problems and no warranty not a buyer at this price point
Read More. I owned this car for 4 years. Just fantastic. The only issue is the repair costs. I love
this car. It has all the features I want! Automatic window buttons felt loose and didnt work
properly. Overall car seemed in good shape. Called 3 times, texted - no answer May be did not
want to do business? It is a wonderful car, the AC blower fan apparently has some issues but
for the price it is acceptable Read More. Have you driven a Volkswagen Touareg? Rank This
Car. User Reviews. Hrytsai writes:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Andrew writes:. Back Seats:.
DOlsenEcon writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: The power. Cons: High
maintenance cost. David writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Everything. Cons:
They are expensive in every way. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Comfort, speed,
safety, economy, power. Jamie writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: looks and feel.
Cons: volkswagons mechanics. James writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: It does
it all, with style. Cons: Your nuts. Bobby writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: safe,
quiet. Cons: brake peda. Peter writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Safety,
off-roading. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Volkswagen Touareg reviews. Read all 4
Volkswagen Touareg reviews. Read all 5 Volkswagen Touareg reviews. Cars compared to
Volkswagen Touareg. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare
Volkswagen Touareg to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used Touareg in your
area? Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: The power Cons: High maintenance cost 22 of
23 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Comfort, speed,
safety, economy, power Cons: Didn't like working with VW service centers but you can find
local independent service people that will look after you just fine. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: looks and feel Cons: volkswagons mechanics 10 of 13 people found this review
helpful. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: safe, quiet Cons: brake peda 11 of 15 people

found this review helpful. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Safety, off-roading Cons:
Heavy car, needs more power, expensive service, a bit boring 12 of 17 people found this review
helpful. Used Volkswagen Touareg for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By
Rating. Overall 5. By looks alone it is a winner. The sleek body not only looks great, but the
interior design is very comfortable and roomy as well. You never have to worry about being
cramped in the car when your traveling. The seats are very comfortable and the available colors
of the leather are very appealing to look at. The steering wheel feels "just right" and the car is
very easy to control. I never worried about the car breaking down or stalling out on me the
whole time I had it. The engine purrs and with the added 'trip-tronics' shifting you have full
control of the vehicle. Not to mention how fun it is to drive with the 'manual shifting' and not
actually have to worry about the clutch! Also, with a great stereo system and DVD player in the
back for the k The Touareg is an exceptional SUV. Also, with a great stereo system and DVD
player in the back for the kids you will never have to hear the kids complain during a road trip
again. Road trips to Florida with the family. Driving on a hot summer day to the beach. Going to
any family event in this car is great because everyone fits comfortably and with great music you
don't even notice the long rides. The car is very powerful. Press the pedal and go. Always felt
safe driving it, because of the feeling of having full control of the vehicle and also with the great
build quality of VW you know you are always safe. Trip tronics shifting is the best part of
owning this car. It is very fun to drive and not many bad things can be said about this vehicle. I
cannot say anything bad about this car. This has been my favorite vehicle to drive that I have
owned. One thing I would change is maybe the price. But hey, you get what you pay for. Overall
3. I love how it drives, it's reliable, and it's great for all weather. There is plenty of room for kids,
groceries, dogs, even wine barrels. But costs are prohibitive. The VW Touareg could easily be
the best vehicle I've owned. I remember running over a tree in the middle of the night. Right
over a madrone and not a single problem beyond needing to get it realigned. I went over a tree
after all. The Porsche brakes stop on a dime. I have absolutely no fear of my 4,lb vehicle not
stopping when I want it to. The car is reliable, handles better than any other large SUV I've
driven, and is comfortable. It is said to be the VW version of the Porsche Cayenne, and you can
tell by the way it drives. Overall, despite the costs, we still refuse to trade it in or consider
alternatives. So if you're willing to endure the costs, update a few items to aftermarket, I highly
recommend the Touareg. Unfortunately, at least for the year I purchased, it is a very expensive
vehicle to maintain. It is 12 years old now with about , miles, and it has had the drive train
replaced twice. I was told to custom order a custom piece or I would have to continue to change
it every K miles. So I did. If we drove this car more frequently the cost would be prohibitive.
Robertsville, New Jersey Overall. I bought this car used at , had it for over 2 years. I've had
absolutely no issues. I've had my breaks changed and tires and it didn't break the bank. Word to
the wise make friends with someone who is familiar with these cars. The car has the amenities
of a luxury car, handles like a sports car, has the power of a muscle car, all with great off road
capabilities. The body style doesn't show its age and still turns heads on the road. We live in the
country and it has survived the gravel roads as an everyday driver for my wife. Its great for
travel other than the mileage and gives a sense of safety and security no matter the driving
conditions. I really love this car and have been driving it for the past six years. I am really sad
that the new SUVs do not come with the V Sad sad sad! Wife uses this as a daily driver to work 20 mile round trip - almost all highway miles. But is horribly expensive to maintain. As much as I
like the Taureg, I'd never recommend anyone buy one that is out of warranty. Had to replace the
coil wires and plugs within 1 month. I've been able to save money on some parts and labor with
one of my dad's mechanics. Only take to VW when I have to. Always some light on-tire; airbag;
brake sensor need to replace the sensors. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Touareg. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Where are you guys shopping at?! Love the vehicle
- hate the repair bills. What was I thinking! Items per page:. Write a review See all Touaregs for
sale. Sponsored cars related to the Touareg. Sign Up. A pleasant blend of the
pavement-dwelling crossover and the rugged off-roader swathed in Volkswagen style.
Co-developed with Porsche to save investment costs, the Volkswagen Touareg shares the
Porsche Cayenne's basic platform and structure, but little else. The name stems from the
African Sahara, where it means "knights of the desert," and is used to identify a people known
for their traditions and ability to adapt to difficult conditions. It is sized to be a smidge longer
and a skosh wider than a BMW X5. While Volkswagen may change the name for the vehicle's
launch in the United States, the hardware will remain the same as its European counterpart. A
unibody crossover SUV, the Touareg sports permanent four-wheel-drive system comprised of a
transfer case, multi-plate clutch and three locking differentials. Though the hardware sounds
serious, the Touareg is designed to perform as well on the road as it does off, where the

majority of owners are likely to drive. Still, up to percent of the engine's power can be
transferred to an individual axle if the need arises. Two engines are likely to be available when
the Touareg arrives stateside. Standard will be a horsepower 3. Underpinning the new VW SUV
will be a driver-selectable, fully pneumatic, double-wishbone suspension with continuous
damping control and a feature that automatically lowers the truck closer to the ground as
speeds increase. Volkswagen went to great lengths to keep noise, vibration and harshness from
irritating occupants. For example, the front sub-frame uses special noise insulation to help keep
the cabin serene. Inside the Touareg there is room for five adults in a luxuriously outfitted
atmosphere. Front passengers get multi-adjustable seats, while those in the rear benefit from a
three-zone climate control system that lets them set their own temperature. The airbag system
is comprehensive, including front, side and curtain airbags for maximum protection. Active
head restraints further keep front seat occupants from getting hurt. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Touareg. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease
specials Check out Volkswagen Touareg lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Poor fuel economy, not a lot of
room in the backseat, no in-dash CD changer. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Designed to provide both excellent
handling on pavement and a high level of off-road ability, the Touareg, despite its unibody
design, is a real SUV, not a soft-roader. Alongside that, buyers can look forward to beautifully
furnished cabins equipped with plenty of standard convenience and safety features. Read more.
Write a review See all reviews. Where are you guys shopping at?! I bought this car used at , had
it for over 2 years. I've had absolutely no issues. I've had my breaks changed and tires and it
didn't break the bank. Word to the wise make friends with someone who is familiar with these
cars. Read less. Been a great car for us. The car has the amenities of a luxury car, handles like a
sports car, has the power of a muscle car, all with great off road capabilities. The body style
doesn't show its age and still turns heads on the road. We live in the country and it has survived
the gravel roads as an everyday driver for my wife. Its great for travel other than the mileage and
gives a sense of safety and security no matter the driving conditions. I really love this car and
have been driving it for the past six years. I am really sad that the new SUVs do not come with
the V Sad sad sad! Love the vehicle - hate the repair bills. Wife uses this as a daily driver to
work - 20 mile round trip - almost all highway miles. But is horribly expensive to maintain. As
much as I like the Taureg, I'd never recommend anyone buy one that is out of warranty. See all
reviews of the Used Volkswagen Touareg. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this
also viewed 5 average Rating out of 4 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Touareg. Sign Up.
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

